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J21302-001 

UDC 551.5 

*Anisimova V.V., **Gerina A.V., **Kocheva N.A. 

ADVERSE WEATHER PHENOMENA IN ARID TERRITORY OF 

THE REPUBLIC OF ALTAI 

*Gorno-Altaisk Center of hydrometeorology and monitoring of environment, 13 

Choros-Gurkin Str.; ** Gorno-Altaisk State University, 1 Lenkin Str.  
 

Abstract. Adverse weather phenomena within the arid territory of the Republic 

of Altai are under examination. Essential and minor difference in temperature 

behaviour of surface air have been diagnosed. 

Key words: air temperature, rainfall, arid conditions, highlands, adverse 

phenomena. 

Introduction. Studying climate effect upon human activity in agronomical area 

especially in continental Russia and the Siberia has always been a hot topic. 

Academician Vavilov N.I. who visited major agricultural regions of the world  used 

to say, ‘Climate in the USSR  is more powerful than economy or commercial 

factors’. According to Ponko V.A. interest to the subject grows after essential  

extreme weather phenomena – rainless or perhumid summers, or severe winters. Such 

conditions happened at the beginning of reclamation of virgin land beyond Ural when 

favourably humid summer in 1954 gave way to rough drought in 1955. Drought of 

1963 led to troubles with breadmaking and caused political crisis in the country. The 

most harvestless years were: 1972 worldwide; 1975 – in the Soviet Union; 1981 – in 

the Siberia; 1999 – in Central Russia. In 1972 drought occured in European part of 

the country, when beyong Ural humidity conditions were advantageous, though early 

snow resulted in loss of a part of harvest [1]. 

In the Altai Mountains arid territories occupy the largest areas in the south-east, 

within the bounds of administrative Kosh-Agachsky District. 

Nearness to the center of Asian (Mongolian) anticyclone defined the 

peculiarities of climate. Eternal frost remains here occasionally. Rainfall does not 
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exceed 250 mm within arid terrains, measurably increasing only on basin periphery 

and mountain slopes. 

The main focus is laid upon agriculture. The dominating sector is cattle breeding 

with more than 98% of agricultural production accruing to it. Extensive development 

of cattle breeding led to intensified usage of natural forage lands and their 

degradation in respectable areas in 1970th-80th (soil dehumification, loss of 

vegetation, substitution of species composition). 

Reduction of livestock population in the farms of the area in 1990th played a 

positive role in pasture restoration. Though growth of animal number in 2000th 

accompanied by an almost complete termination of fodder production on irrigated 

lands resulted in intensification of ecological systems usage, especially near inhabited 

localities [2].  

Materials and research methods. The ingoing research material is data of 

hydrometeorological services record logs for the years 2000-2012. On this base 

deviations of surface air temperature and rainfall amount were measured compared to 

long-term average annual indexes. For reference and detection of the most prominent 

deviations official data on long-term mean annual rainfall and temperature [3] were 

used for the base period between 1961-1991 and 1970-2000 according to Kosh-

Agach hydrometeorological service [4]. 

A complex of geographical, mathematical, statistical, cartographical and 

geoinformational methods were applied. 

Outcomes. The observed global and regional climate warming is proved through 

many facts. 

According to Narozhny Y.K.’s data glacier covering area in Altai reduced by 

11%, while glacier amount increased by 25%, which gives evidence that large 

glaciers split into smaller ones as a result of glaciation in Altai [5]. Although 

ecological systems and population life still were not affected by deglaciation on the 

territory of South-East Altai [6]. According to some authors a high level threat for 

arid terrains is desertification [7].  
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It is known that global temperature change in the 20th and the beginning of the 

21st century was not monotonous. Three time windows are distinguished: warming of 

1910-1945, slight temperature fall between 1946-1975 and an intensive warming 

after 1976 [8]. 

A row of practical tasks demands information of a wider time range than 

average monthly temperature measurements. In this investigation average month 

decade data were used (pic. 1) for more detailed characteristics of temperature 

condition changes [9]. 

 
Picture 1 Dynamics of long-term average month decade temperature of surface air according 

to Kosh-Agach hydrometeorological service. 

Analysis of air temperature deviations showed (pic. 1) that air temperature 

beginning from the third April decade till the first October decade in the period 

between 2000-2012 is higher than in the period between 1960-1990. It is important to 

notice that temperature deviation in winter seasons is of reverse characteristic: within 

the time range 2000-2012 the temperature is lower than that of 1960-1990. 

Comparing time frames 1971-2000 and 2000-2012 it was specified that difference in 

average decade temperature are of no statistical significance. It can be expected that 

general temperature rise is due to its fall in the middle of the 20th century [8] which 

comprises beginning of time range 1961-1990. It is pertinent to note that during 

1971-2012 the warmest years for Russian territory were stated – 1995, 2003 and 
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2005. Globally the warmest year was 1998, it is also interesting that since late 19th 

century the warmest year in Russia was 2007. Warming rate after 1975 growth. 

According to a row of researchers it occurs due to anthropogenic climate change [8]. 

The area under research is characterised through almost complete absence of 

industry, while agriculture belongs to the category of traditional activities which 

proves its permanence within the last 200-300 years. 

For checking purposes of the obtained results mathematical data processing 

methods were used. Student’s t-test, Wilcoxon test, and sign test were applied to 

ascertain that indexes within the time range between 2000-2012 differ from similar 

indexes for 1961-1990 period by p-value < 0.05. 

Atmospherical condensation is one of the least changeable metereological 

elements. Rainfall increase is observed practically in all decades within the time 

frame 2000-2012 (рис.2). Essential increase is marked in spring, summer (July, 

August) and autumn.  

 
Picture 2 – Average rainfall according to Kosh-Agach hydrometeorological service for time 

ranges between 1970-2000 and 2001-2012 (mm) 

Thus, the research performed suggests rainfall growth in arid territories of Altai. 

Although the growth occurred due to increase of shower amount. This is an 

unfavourable factor for arid area ecological system condition. But its detailed 

interpretation is a task of the next stage of the South-East Altai examination.  
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A strong wind is a wind the speed of which reaches 15 m/sec or more. It is 

considered a weather hazard as it has a negative effect upon various objects and 

processes of human industrial activity, and causes essential physical harm to the 

economy [10]. The most prevailing reference of strong wind conditions is a number 

of days with a speed of 15 m/sec or more (pic. 3). In the highlands wind conditions is 

characterized through a wider variety. A highly significant impact is caused by 

topography forms and exposition. This is the reason why strong winds are observed 

relatively infrequently in highland river valleys of the terrain under examination. At 

the same time much more strong winds occur in open areas and heights. 

Considerable harm is caused by winds of more than 20 m/sec speed. They 

eventuate relatively seldom. According to the data [10] this is connected with deep 

wealther front passing.  

 
Picture 3. Number of days of strong wind occurences according to Kosh-Agach 

hydrometeorological service in the time range 1955-2012 

Strong winds in such areas as Chuya Depression lead to dust storm formation. 

On the average dust storms occur 11 times per year in Kosh-Agach, in certain years 

exceeding 50 times [10]. Here it is necessary to notice that during the last two 

decades their amount did not surpass average long-term indexes which correlates well 

with number of strong wind occurences. 
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Conclusion. Agriculture of the area affects mostly development of the territory 

and human wellbeing. Efficient use of climatic resourses and weather conditions in 

agricultural production technology is of great importance. 

All economical and technological measures implemented to increase efficiency 

of agricultural production have the biggest economical effect if local climate 

peculiarities, physical and expected agrometeorological factors are accounted [11]. 

The research was performed with the support of the Russian Federation for 

Basic Research grants 12-05-00108-а; 5.1899.2011. 
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Starodubtsev V.M. 

DELTAIC LANDSCAPES CHANGES INVESTIGATION IN THE 

DNIPRO RIVER BASIN WITH REMOTE SENSING DATA USE 

National University of Life and Environmental Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev, 

Geroiv Oborony st., 15. 

 

Abstract. Degradation processes in deltas of the rivers with flow regulation 

were investigated with remote sensing results use. Main attention was paid to 

changes in landscapes of the Dnipro (Dnieper) river delta and to new wetlands 

(delta-like landscapes) formation in large water reservoirs. 

Key words: delta, wetlands, landscape, soil, degradation. 

Introduction. Intensive flow regulation of rivers by reservoirs has radically 

changed their hydrological and hydrochemical regimes and sediment runoff.  As a 

result, water inflow into deltas drastically decreases, and river water discharge during 

a year depends on water releases from reservoirs now. River water mineralization 

(salt content) increases, it reaches sometime catastrophic values [13]. Sediment 

runoff that forms a deltaic relief decreases very quickly, in its turn. Suspended solids 

are accumulated now in reservoirs, canals and irrigated fields. Quickly accelerating 

degradation (often – desertification) of deltaic landscapes, especially in arid, semiarid 
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and sub-humid regions, has become an environmental consequence of those 

processes.  

Soil and vegetation cover degradation (especially – landscapes salinization) 

strengthening in deltas as a result of river flow regulation scientists became to note 

even in the middle of the past century. Soil salinization in deltas of the Volga River 

was analyzed by Letunov P.A. [7], Kovda V.A. and Yegorov V.V. [5], Don River – 

by Novikova A.V. [8], Terek and Kuma Rivers – by Sokolovsky S.P. [9,10], Kuban’ 

River – by Blazhny E.S. [1], etc. Great attention was given to processes of soil 

desertification and salinization caused by irrigation and hydraulic power construction 

in deltas of the Colorado River [19], Syrdarya River [2], and other rivers. However, 

in last quarter of past century only the scientific community became to conceive 

degradation processes in soils and landscapes as the universal phenomenon that 

manifests particularly in different climatic conditions [6,11,21,22]. River flow 

regulation and degradation processes caused by it damaged landscapes (and 

especially – soil cover) most of all in Central Asia. That is why the long-term and 

large-scale investigations of soil cover dynamic were carried out in particular there 

[4,12,14,15,etc.]. 

Results and discussion. Significantly less attention was given to degradation 

processes caused by flow regulation of the Dnipro River and other European rivers, 

though the whole cascade of large reservoirs were constructed there after the middle 

of the past century and river water consumption for irrigation and water supply 

increased quickly. Thus, the Dnipro River flow they became to regulate since 1932, 

when the dam of the Dnipro Power Plant was built. In 1956 large Kakhovka reservoir 

was created for the purposes of irrigation, electricity generation, water supply, and 

transportation. In 1960-1961 the largest Kremenchuk reservoir on the Dnipro River 

for perennial and seasonal flow regulation was filled in, and later – some lesser 

reservoirs (Kiev, Kaniv and Dniprodzerzhinsk) were created. As a result, the Dnipro 

River on the Ukrainian territory was transformed into cascade of reservoirs with total 

water storage 43.8 km3, useful (net storage) volume – 18.5 km3, and water-surface 

area – 7000 km2 (Fig.1). At the same time a series of large channels was built for 
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irrigation, industrial and communal water supply (Dnipro – Donbas, Dnipro – Kryvy 

Rig, Dnipro – Ingulets’, Kakhovsky, North-Crimean, etc.). And on the Dnipro River 

tributaries huge amount of ponds and 564 small reservoirs were constructed.   

Fig.1. Cascade of reservoirs on the Dnipro River (space image of ESA/MERIS, 

24.07.2008) 

The length of the Dnipro River is 2201 km, drainage area - 504 thousands km2. 

Upper part of the watershed is located in Russian Federation (91 thousands km2) and 

Belarus’ (121 thousands km2), and lower part – in Ukraine (292 thousands km2). 

Average annual flow of the Dnipro River in the mouth is 53.5 km3, and average 

discharge – 1700 m3/s. About 33 million people in Ukraine use the Dnipro River 

water for drinking, communal, industrial water supply and irrigation. The main 

source of water pollution is raw (untreated) or inadequate treated waste water of 

industrial and communal enterprises. After Chernobyl Power Plant disaster the 

radioactive cesium is accumulated in reservoirs’ bottom sediments as well. 

Regulation of the Dnipro River flow and an increase of water consumption for 

an economical activity resulted in diverting of huge volume of water from the river 

course, especially in 79-80s of past century. Already in 1990 more than 17 km3 of 

water was taken from the river, and more than 8 km3 of waste water was returned into 
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the river. Taking into account evaporation from the Dnipro reservoirs surface (about 

2.7 km3), the river flow decrease into the delta has amounted 10-12 km3. All these 

things brought to serious changes in hydrological and hydrochemical regimes in the 

Dnipro River delta and to essential changes in deltaic ecosystems.  

Water-management situation in the Dnipro River basin changed after former 

Soviet Union disintegration in 1991. Water consumption for industry and agriculture, 

especially for irrigation, was drastically decreased. Thus, by 2001 Ukrainian industry 

decreased river water consumption from 9-10 km3 per year to 4-5 km3, and irrigation 

– from 4-5 km3 to 1-2 km3. As a result, the total water consumption from the river 

and reservoirs decreased to 8-10 km3/year, and return water inflow into river 

decreased to 5-6 km3/year. Only in last years an economic activity in the Dnipro 

River basin began to restore and river water consumption became to increase again. 

Sediment runoff decrease in the Dnipro River mouth was important – from 2.1 

million tones to 0.6-0.8 million t. for the period under review. Around 90% of the 

Dnipro River sediment runoff is accumulated in Kiev reservoir now. And in a tail 

water of dams, especially – of the Kakhovka dam, washing out of a bed deposits and 

partly – bank material takes place. As a result, suspended material and tractional load 

incoming into the delta has another genesis. Those particles are coarse-grained and 

they silt up deltaic lakes, river-beds and channels.  

Area of the Dnipro River delta one estimates, according to different sources, 

from 24-26 to 30-33 thousands hectares (mainly depending on a water surface area 

that is included into the delta). The “apex” of the delta is located in the place of 

Koshevaya channel branching from the main river-bed (across the Kherson city). On 

the north and north-west its boundary goes along high steep banks. On the south and 

south-east the Aleshkivsky sands adjoin to the delta, and from the west a water of the 

Dnipro-Bug estuary surrounds it. The so-called “plavni” (marshlands) occupy two 

thirds of the delta, and islands, lakes and channels – tierce. Width of the delta reaches 

10-12 km.  

Vegetation of marshlands consists mainly of reed (Phragmites communis), 

narrow-leaved cat's-tail (Typha angustifolia), and sedge (Scirpus). There are a lot of 
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charophytes (Charales) on a bed of deltaic lakes and shallow channels, and 

cyanobacteria and other algae are spread in water. On the feebly-marked (often – 

submerged) levees along the main river-bed and large channels woody and shrubby 

vegetation are spread in a very narrow strip: white willow (Salix alba), black poplar 

(Populus nigra), alder-tree, amorpha, etc. (Fig.2).  

 

Figure 2. Woody and shrubby vegetation along deltaic channels (Google Earth, 

photo of A.Rudnitsky). 

Images of hydrophilic vegetation in the delta and dry steppe (natural and 

cultivated) vegetation of the adjoining steppe regions are very different (Fig.3). 

 

 

Figure 3. Difference of vegetation in the delta and on adjacent territories (space 

image ESA/MERIS, 03.09.2008) 
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Soil cover of the Dnipro River delta includes mainly swamp soils (namely silty-

swamp, humous-swamp and peaty-swamp soils), meadow-swamp, alluvial-meadow, 

and soddy soils. Soddy soils are spread mainly on slightly elevated levees that fringe 

with big deltaic islands by very narrow discontinuous strip. They are slightly or 

moderately gleyed because of light texture (sandy, silty-sandy and loam-sandy). 

Organic matter (humus) content in these soils is less than 2%, and cations exchange 

capacity – 2-12 meq/100 g (according to [16]). 

Vast territory of deltaic islands is occupied with swamp and meadow-swamp 

soils in complex with plentiful lakes and channels. They are formed under conditions 

of long-term (often – during all year) submergence. Actually they are sub-aqual soils 

that are characteristic features for deltas in the coastal estuaries of Ukraine. Peat 

formation in such wetlands usually did not take place because of often river water 

fluctuation and oxygen intake through reed rhizomes. Only in central parts of deltaic 

islands with slightly running water sometime peat-swamp soils were formed. On the 

left side of the delta adjoining to the Aleshkivsky sands an interrupted strip of 

meadow and soddy soils was formed. They have light texture and used as hayland, 

pasture, orchard, and forest. This territory is strongly partitioned with former river-

beds, channels and lakes. On the left side of the delta salt-affected soils are spread as 

well. 

Regulation of the Dnipro River by reservoirs and increasing of river flow have 

changed all hydrological regimes of the lower reaches. Duration of deltaic soils 

submergence with releases from Kakhovka reservoir (instead of former powerful 

floods) was decreased twice already in 70-80s. Depth of wetlands submergence and 

wash out of deltaic lakes and channels during flood period became immeasurably 

weaker. As a result, period with “evaporative” water regime in swamp and meadow-

swamp soils became more prolonged. This regime contributed to some soils 

salinization, especially on left-bank part of the delta. At the same time saline sea 

water intrusion into the Dnipro’ estuary increased due to river flow reduction and 

Black Sea level rise (Fig.4). It became another factor of deltaic soils salinization 

[17,18]. From the same point of view (to prevent salinization of the Dnipro’ estuary 
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and delta), a possibility of the estuary separation from the sea by dam was actively 

discussed in the “soviet time”. The project was not realized in that time but the idea 

to regulate a water exchange (water cycle) between the sea and estuary is considered 

until now.  

Figure 4. Black Sea level rise (in centimeters) for the century [3]. 

In the absence of power spring floods a present-day state of landscapes on the 

levees along large channels and around big deltaic islands changes quickly. These 

levees become continuous and stable. They are overgrown with trees and bushes (Fig. 

5-A) and very often they become subject for a fast building up by summer cottages or 

“dachas” (Fig.5-B). Flowage weakening of the delta leads to intensive overgrows of 

deltaic lakes and channels with aquatic vegetation and driftweed. At the same time, 

lush reedstands on the deltaic islands become partly degraded due to lack of floods. 
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Figure 5. Levees’ landscapes change in the Dnipro River delta: A – overgrowing 

with trees and bushes; B – building up by summer cottages (Google Earth, 2007). 

And in the central parts of such islands with stagnant water slight turf formation 

take place sometimes (Fig. 6-A). Essential changes in sediments runoff have action 

upon wetlands of the delta as well. Contents of sand and coarse silt particles decrease 

in sediment load, so the texture of hydromorphic soils becomes easier, and sandbanks 

are formed around lakes (Fig. 6-B).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Wetland landscapes changes in the Dnipro River delta: A – peaty 

deposits formation; B – sandbanks formation around lakes (Google Earth, 2007). 

Current state of vegetation and soil cover in the Dnipro River delta is shown in 

Fig.7 that is compiled on the basis of space image analyze, and in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Landscapes area estimation in the Dnipro River delta  
Legend 

№ on 

Fig.7 

Classes of ground surface Area 

ha %% 

1 Reedstands on swamp and meadow-swamp soils 7378 22,1 

2 Long-term submerged territories with sub-aqual (swamp) soils  6037 18,1 

3 Meadow vegetation in complex with scrub forests on soddy and 

meadow gleyed soils  

3426 10,3 

4 Recreation plots in complex with trees plantation and agricultural 

grounds (haylands and pastures) on soddy, meadow and meadow-

swamp soils of levees 

4600 13,8 

5 Soddy row sand soils and alluvial sands 147 0,5 

6 Cattail and aquatic vegetation with bushes and trees on swamp soil 2264 6,8 

7 Shallow lakes and channels 2734 8,2 

8 Deep-water channels of the Dnipro River and adjacent territory of 

the estuary 

6303 18,9 

9 Settlements, vegetable gardens on meadow and soddy soils and 

unclassified plots 

439 1,3 

 Total area, hectares 33328 100 
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Figure 7. Dnipro River delta. Analysis of the underlying surface with ERDAS 

imagine programme [16]. 

 

Thus, the Dnipro River flow regulation has essentially changed all natural 

environment of the delta including soil and vegetation cover. Weakening of flood 

submergence and sea water intrusion into the estuary has made processes of soils and 

groundwater salinization more active. As a result changes in forest vegetation on 

levees of channels in south-east and central parts of the delta take place. More salinity 

resistant spices (bastard acacia, white willow, Russian olive, Canadian poplar, etc.) 

gradually change the natural forest vegetation. Some xeromorphic features show up 

in soddy and meadow soils. At the same time a tendency of silty-swamp soils 

transformation into humous-swamp soils (and even – into peaty-swamp soils) takes 

place in a central part of big deltaic islands because of their flowage weakening. 
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Intensive mineralization of huge masses of died reeds and cattails are a power source 

of CO2 emission into the atmosphere. 

In addition to degradation processes in the delta we can also use Google maps 

for studying new and important processes in the Dnipro River basin – formation of 

new land and vegetation resources in the upper parts of large water reservoirs. So, an 

inflow of the Dnipro River into Kakhovka, Kremenchuk and Kiev reservoirs during 

40-50 years leads to new deltas formation with hydromorphic landscapes (Fig. 8).  

 

Figure 8. New delta formation in the upper part of the Kakhovka reservoir: A – 

small-scale image, B – middle-scale image (Google Earth, 2007). 

New Kakhovska delta on the Dnipro River is the most suitable subject for a 

studying of morphological features, vegetation and soil cover formation. Power 

cartographic resource of Google Earth gives us a possibility to study even underwater 

relief formation on the new delta edge (Fig.9-A) and secondary (elementary) deltas 

creation on the channels (Fig.9-B). A comparison of such maps with new space 

images will give us data for an estimation of new land resources increase and for 

prediction of this process.  
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Figure 9. Specific features of the new delta: A – underwater relief formation;      

B – elementary deltas formation on the channels. 

There is a possibility for an approximate diagnostic of the vegetation and soil 

cover formation studying on Google maps as well (Fig. 10). 

 

Figure 10. Landscapes of the new delta: 1 – soddy soils with alluvial sands 

under trees and bushes and hydrophytic grasses; 2 – meadow-swamp and swamp 

soils under reedstands with scrub forests; 3 – swamp and sub-aqual soils under reed 

and cattail vegetation; 4 – water surface. 

There are also a lot of small new deltas on the tributaries of the Dnipro River 

that inflow into big reservoirs now. So, remote sensing and terrestrial investigations 

of all these objects is very important scientific, environmental and economic problem. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES IN THE SULYNSKA BAY OF THE 
KREMENCHUK RESERVOIR 
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Abstract. Changes in environmental state of landscapes in the Sulynska Gulf 

under anthropogenic pressure are investigated. Fluctuations in Kremenchuk reservoir 

and economic activity in the Sula river basin recognized as the factors of such 

pressure. Materials of remote sensing by Landsat and Terra satellites were used to 

substantiate these findings. 

Keywords: reservoir, river basin, runoff, water pollution, satellite imagery, 
environmental state, oil and gas wells 

Introduction. Environmental state of the Sulynska Bay studying is valid, since it 

plays a role in biodiversity enhancing of the region, fish farming, etc. It participates 

in the processes of eutrophication and water pollution around the Kremenchuk 

reservoir as well. That is why we tried to identify significant processes that affect the 

formation of the environmental situation in the region. At the same time we took into 

account the important processes that affect both the quantitative parameters and 

qualitative characteristics for all water resources of the Sula River basin, of which the 

state of Sulynska Bay depends largely on. 
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Materials and methods. Researches were carried out mainly in the Sulynska 

Gulf, on top of which a new delta of the Sula River is forming, and in the river basin 

and the Kremenchug reservoir aquatorium as well. Materials of this area remote 

sensing by satellites Landsat 5 and 7, Terra and Aqua, obtained from the archives of 

NASA, were used for the analysis of important environmental processes. Quantitative 

and qualitative characteristics of the Sula river flow were studied according to the 

Dnieper Basin Water Management Administration and chemical laboratory of the 

Poltava regional branch of this organization. Terrestrial reconnaissance route from 

the Sula River mouth to its headwaters was conducted as well. 

Results and discussion. Our previous studies [1, 2, 4] found that the hydro-

morphological processes in this gulf led to landscape changes in time and space and 

to environmental degradation. Among the factors of these processes the role of 

climate change (strong water heating in summer and deep freezing - in winter) and 

anthropogenic deterioration of water quality in the Sula River and reservoir were 

marked. Further the main focus was on the mutual impact of water masses of this gulf 

and the main reservoir (Kremenchug reservoir) and the strengthening of human 

pressure on the ecosystem of the region. 

Monitoring of water "bloom" and pollution in the Kremenchug reservoir in 

summer and in autumn 2012, using a series of images of Terra and Aqua satellites, 

showed that these processes were the strongest in the Sulynska Bay and at the mouth 

of the Tyasmin River (Fig. 1). As a result, the water was low dissolved oxygen, high - 

manganese and unpleasant taste near the reservoir dam, where the water intakes for 

drinking water supply of the city Kremenchuk. 

July 28, 

2012  Terra 
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Figure 1. "Blooming" water in the Kremenchug reservoir (1 - Sulynska Bay,  
2 - estuary of the Tyasmyn River, 3 - Dam of the Reservoir). 

This situation lasted until October 2012, when the "bloom" weakened due to 

lower water temperature. At the same time there was reduction in the Sula River 

flow, so the better water from Kremenchug reservoir flowed into the bay. And at the 

top of the bay, where river water was dominated, environmental situation continued 

to deteriorate. The fact has drawn attention that the Sula flow decreased dramatically 

to small quantities - 5% of the average annual (20 times less). This reduced flow 

cannot be explained only by meteorological factors. That is why we examined the 

entire Sula basin, and results showed us that the water content in lower and middle 

parts of the river basin is very weak, landscapes are undergoing a significant 

dehumidification. The flow of medium and small tributaries of the Sula River 

decreased significantly as well (Fig. 2, 3, 4). 

Figure 2. The Minoha River (tributary of the Sula River) at October 30, 2012 

(Photo of V.M. Starodubtsev). 
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Figure3. The Sliporid River (tributary of the Sula River) at October 30, 2012 

(Photo of V.M. Starodubtsev). 

Figure 4. The Sula River near the Romny town at October 30, 2012. The flow is 

1-2 m3/s. (Photo of V.M. Starodubtsev). 

Further observations of the water content in the Sula River showed that it 

remained very low all the fall 2012 and winter 2013 (Fig. 5). Only in the second half 

of February 2013 discharge rates increased due to strong thaw and snow melt. 

Figure 5. Water discharge of the Sula River in the 2012-2013, h/p Lubny (number 

1) and average annual value (number 2). 
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In April, the flood began in the Sula basin (Fig. 6), during which water discharge 

was significantly below average. This trend manifested itself in the adjacent river 

basins of Poltava region - Psyol and Vorskla Rivers. 

Figure 6. Floods in the Sula River basin in 2013 (Terra satellite image). 

These facts cause the assumption that the extremely low water content in the 

Sula River in autumn and winter due to the impact of network of gas and oil wells by 

weakening the delivery of water from soil into the river. I fact in the Sula River basin 

are developed Anastasivske, Hnidyntsivske, Lelyakivske, Talalaevske, Udayske and 

Yablunivske oil and gas fields, Glinsko-Rozbyshivske gas field, Nynivske oil field. It 

is developed new - Runovschynska - area of energy resources. Further monitoring of 

hydrological regime of the Sula River will confirm (or deny) this conclusion. 

However, the likelihood of such human impacts on river flow of Poltava region is 

great, and it is of particular importance in connection with plans to produce regional 

shale gas by drilling of large number of deep wells [3]. 

It is importantly, that the strong decrease of the Sula River runoff in autumn and 

winter led to a marked deterioration of environmental situation in the Sulynska gulf 

of the Kremenchuk reservoir. Figure 7 clearly shows that a practical absence of the 

river water inflow into the mouth causes much worse watering of landscapes in the 

upper part of the bay than normal [1]. 

April 20, 

 

r. 
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Figure 7. Watering of the Sulynska Bay’ landscapes in April 17, 2013 (Landsat-
7). 

A link of fish-wintering pits in the bay with the main water area of the reservoir 

in March was significantly impaired, although power "alarm" drawdown of water 

level in the reservoir did not reach the critical range of 78.5 mBS (the lowest level 

seen briefly in March - 78.8 m). 

Hydrochemical analyzes, performed by laboratories of Dnieper Basin Water 

Management Administration, show that due to a runoff decrease the water salinity of 

the Sula River already in the autumn at the mouth of the river reached 0.6-0.7 g / l, 

pH -8,0-8,5 and chemical oxygen demand - 25-38 mhO/dm3, that is 1,7-2,5 times 

more the permissible value. In winter there was significant decrease in the 

concentration of dissolved oxygen in shallow and separated from the main water area 
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gulfs - even to values 1,64-1,80 mhO/dm3. In these places an indicator of chemical 

oxygen demand exceeded the norm by 2-5 times. 

Conclusions. 1. The Sula River runoff dramatically decreased during the 2012-

2013, especially in autumn and winter (by 20 times), due apparently influenced by 

exploitation of oil and gas wells in the basin. 

2. Reducing of the river water inflow into the Sulynska gulf of the Kremenchuk 

reservoir downgraded its environmental condition, especially in the upper part (from 

the Goroshyne village to the Sula River mouth). 

3. Changes in hydrological and hydrochemical regimes of the Sula River 

adversely affected fish-wintering conditions in the gulf, primarily because of the 

shallow water separation from the main water area (Kremenchug reservoir) and the 

reduction of dissolved oxygen in the water. 
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In this paper we describe the landscape structure of north-west part of 

Dnipropetrovsk region as it was in 1942. The main results of analysis of territorial 

differentiation of the main types of natural boundaries in the past and present state of 

their preservation are presented. 
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Due to intense human activities and increasing impact on the environment the 

comprehensive studies of landscapes, their current state and development prospects is 

becoming more urgent. Modern landscapes are composed of relict, conservative and 

progressive formations. Some of them are witnesses of bygone phases of the history 

of the Earth, while others formed modern flair. A retrospective analysis of 

contemporary landscapes aims to establish historical changes that have occurred in 

the natural territorial complexes, and the main factor of its structure. 

Studied area in the system of physico-geographical regionalization is located in 

the steppe zone, Dniester-Dnieper northern steppe province, Southern Prydniprovskiy 

geographical area [4]. Right bank of the territory is now unique to Prydniprovskiy 

steppe complex and formed in pools of small tributaries of the Dnieper – rivers 

Domotkan and Samotkan. Left Bank is wide sandy arena of the Dnieper with forests. 

Intensive economic development of the Prydniprovskiy steppe began on the 

verge of XVI-XVII centuries. Meadow-steppe landscapes in the watersheds remained 

almost untapped for a long time. This pattern can be explained by the peculiarities of 
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agriculture at that time: because of inadequate tillage tools and powerful turf of 

steppe vegetation widespread agricultural use of this soils was not possible [2]. 

Rapid population growth and development of commercialization of agricultural 

production forced producers to maximize the arable area by landscapes that were 

previously considered unsuitable for agriculture. Thus, by the mid-twentieth century 

almost the entire territory of Prydniprovskiy steppe was plowed and the natural 

landscape diversity was altered by anthropogenic [3]. 

In the second half of the XX century industrialization, drainage of wetlands, 

construction of reservoirs and canals, as well as the use of chemicals in agriculture 

became the main factors of anthropogenic landscape changes. Impact on natural 

ecosystems of the region intensified especially after the beginning of the development 

of Vilnohirsk zircon-rutile-ilmenite deposits in 1960s [1]. Impact of mining industry 

was clearly seen in the environmental conditions change in the basins of Domotkan 

and Samotkan rivers, the origins of which lie in the industrial area. 

In order to identify the main trends of anthropogenic transformation of 

landscapes during the activation of industrial production the model of landscape 

diversity of the studied area at the end of the first half of the twentieth century was 

reconstructed. As a starting point for retrospective analysis of landscapes were taken 

German topographic maps of 1:50000 scale, reflecting the area in 1942 [5]. 

The results of the reconstruction model of landscape diversity represented in the 

form of landscape map that clearly demonstrates the spatial distribution of individual 

landscape types within the study area (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1 Landscape map of area state in 1942. 

All observed landscape diversity of the area could be grouped into two groups. 

The first group consists of anthropogenically transformed types of landscapes. 

Background type was agricultural arable landscapes. The second type – residential 

landscapes, almost evenly distributed throughout, forming a continuous strip along 

the river valleys. 

The second group includes types of landscapes that are closest to their natural 

state. Dominant among these types were steppe gullies with grasses and shrubs, 

distributed mostly on the right bank. At the top of some gullies were formed ravine 

forests, but their size was much smaller than today. 22 individual isolated ravine 

forests were found. 

A separate set of natural floodplain of the Dnieper were natural boundaries that 

have not survived to our time and were destroyed during the construction 

Dneprodzerzhinsk reservoir. The largest area among them occupied grassy marshes, 

are situated at the bottom of the Omelnyk valley. The second type of these landscapes 

is floodplain forests, which were common in the lower parts of the valleys, as well as 

a large number of Dnieper islands. The last type is sand arena with shrubs, 
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occupying the largest area among natural landscapes on the left bank of the studied 

area. 

Thus, retrospective analysis revealed the most ancient, and therefore the most 

stable natural ecosystems that has the greatest value in terms of landscape diversity. It 

was also found the destroyed and transformed types of landscapes, which allow 

tracing the dynamics and extent of human impact. 
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Transformation of waves in zones of underwater canyons at the expense of their 

reflection from brows is considered. The mathematical model describing specified 

effects and allowing to model excitement fields in zones of underwater canyons is 

offered. 
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In coastal zones where there are the underwater canyons suitable from the high 

sea of a wave considerably are transformed. Thus on a number of sites the increase in 

heights of waves that can lead to essential increase of wave loads on hydraulic 

engineering constructions is observed. 

On the classification offered by one of founders of researches of underwater 

canyons by F.Shepard  [7], underwater canyons are understood as twisting valleys of 

a V-shaped profile with the numerous inflows crossing a continental slope. 

On the Russian coast of the Caucasus underwater canyons were found for the 

first time in the late sixties an eyelid before last by the Russian seamen hydrographers 

who conducted measurements of depths for justification of the route of a cable   

London-Bombay [1, 6]. 

Problems of waves distribution in zones of underwater canyons drew to 

themselves close attention of researchers after building of sea coastal protection 

constructions in these zones. On a number of sites of coasts (the Imeretinskaya 

lowland in the Adler district of Sochi, Bzyb-Pitsundsky litodynamic system in 

Abkhazia, Rionsky litodynamic system in Georgia and others) where sea coastal 

protection constructions settled down against tops of canyons, there was their damage 

or destruction. Thus constructions on the next sites were quite steady [1, 6].   

Attempt of justification of increase in heights of waves in zones of underwater 

canyons was made in work [4].  In it concentration of energy of waves in a zone of 

their breaking was investigated.  

However it is known that the increase in heights of waves on coast with 

underwater canyons is observed also in a shallow zone at a stagnant approach of 

waves to axes of canyons. 

So, during building of new seaport Imeretinskiy, erected to the coast of the 

Imeretinskaya lowland in the Adler district of Sochi, abounding underwater canyons, 

in December, 2009 by a storm damaged two sections of a protective construction.   
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Thus destroyed sections settled down not on axes of underwater canyons, and 

between them – fig. 1. 

Data of natural supervision and pilot studies on influence of underwater canyons 

on heights of waves in a shallow zone found reflection in the normative document 

[5]. Changes (more than 10%) heights of waves in a zone of a canyon agree occur 

when performing the following conditions: 

1 . In a coastal zone where the canyon is located, slope of a bottom make from 

0,1 to 0,01. 

2 . Relative depth of surrounding shoal water 0/λH  < 0.25, where H- depth, 0λ - 

the average length of waves on deep water. 

3. Canyon depth not less than exceeds depth of surrounding shoal twice. 

When performing these conditions, wave height on wind and subwind brows of 

a canyon, and also on its axis can be determined by schedules of the relation of hk/hп 

– fig. 2 [5] depending on the relation and a corner of approach of waves to a canyon 

axis α (fig. 2). Here hk - wave height in a zone of influence of a canyon, hп – height of 

a suitable wave. 
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Fig. 1. The plan of port Imeretinskiy with the destroyed sections of a 

protective mole  
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Fig. 2. Schedules of coefficients for calculation of average heights of waves 

on wind (a) and subwind (б) brows of a cut (canyon) 

and on its axis (в) 

From fig. 2 а follows that at real angles of approach of waves to the coast α = 50 

– 250, the increase in heights of waves on a wind  brow of a canyon doesn't exceed 

40% in comparison with conditions of lack of a canyon.  Thus height of waves on a 

subwind brow of a canyon and on its axis decreases too approximately by 20 - 40% - 

fig. 2,  б, в. 

In the quoted normative document theoretical justification of the provided 

schedules is absent. Besides, apparently from schedules in fig. 2, the relative depth of 

a canyon outright isn't considered. 
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Problem of this work is attempt of mathematical justification of increase in 

heights of waves in a coastal shallow zone at a stagnant approach of waves to axes of 

underwater canyons at the expense of their reflection. 

For mathematical modeling of a wave field in a zone of a canyon it is necessary 

to define in the beginning coefficients of reflection and passing of waves through a 

canyon. The scheme of an underwater canyon with a frontal and stagnant approach of 

waves is given in fig. 3. 

In case of a stagnant approach of waves to a canyon axis (the front of a wave 2), 

takes place double incomplete slanting reflection of waves – from forward and back 

in relation to a suitable wave of brows of a canyon [3]. It leads to formation of a 

picture of a slanting interference of waves from a canyon windward side. 

 
Fig. 3. The scheme of an underwater canyon with frontal (the front of a 

wave 1) and slanting (the front of a wave 2) approach of waves to a canyon axis 
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Let's consider in the beginning full slanting reflection of waves, for example, 

from the coast or a vertical solid wall. Let the barrier be located to the right of a wave 

suitable to it. If at to direct an axis along the barrier line, and an axis x – it is 

perpendicular to it (fig. 4), on condition of equality of a hade to a reflection corner, 

expression for an eminence of a free surface falling (п) and reflected (from) waves 

will register as follows [3]: 

                ηп = hп cos [σt - k (x cos α + y sin α)],                                        (1) 

                       ηот = hот cos [σt - k ( - x cos α + y sin α)], 

where α – an angle between an axis x and a beam of a falling wave, and hп = hот 

= h at full reflection, σ = 2π/T – circular frequency, T – the period of a wave, k = 2π/λ 

– wave number, λ – wave length. The angle of crossing of considered waves with 

each other δ is equal 1800 - 2α, apparently from drawing. 

The eminence of a free surface η, growing out of an interference of the falling 

and reflected waves, will be expressed in a look: 

η = ηп + ηот = 2 h cos k′x cos (σt - k′′y),                                         (2) 

where k′=k cos α, k′′=k sin α. 

Total fluctuation of a free surface can be imagined as a progressive wave length 

λ′′=2π/k′′, moving along an axis y, with an amplitude which is cosinusoidal changing 

along an axis x. 

Amplitude has the maximum values at х = -nπ/k′ (где n=0, 1, 2, …), while at  

х = -(2n+1)π/2k′ level steadily will remain on the average situation. The surface 

of the water is covered with raisings and hollows in chessboard order, and all this 

system moves along a barrier with a speed с′′=с0 cosecα=с0cosec(δ/2), where 

с0=(gh)0.5 – the speed of each of initial – the falling and reflected waves. 
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Fig. 4. Free surface at slanting reflection of waves from the continuous 

barrier lying "on the right" from approach of a wave 

 

In fig. 4 the result of an interference for t=0 moment is schematically shown at 

h=10 and α=300 (that is δ=1200). The received picture of a relief of a surface is 

symmetric concerning the line х = -nπ/k′. 

Certainly, the reason of crossing of waves at an angle can be not only reflection 

from a continuous barrier. 

In case of a stagnant approach of waves to a canyon axis (the front of a wave 2 

in fig. 3), takes place double incomplete slanting reflection of waves – from forward 

and back in relation to a suitable wave of brows of a canyon. It leads to formation of 

a picture of a slanting interference of waves from a canyon windward side. As a 

result there is a level fluctuation in the form of the progressive wave moving along a 
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windward brow of a canyon. Amplitude of this wave represents the sum of 

amplitudes of a straight line and reflected waves. And reflected "additive" to 

amplitude exponential decreases with removal from a canyon brow. 

Directly in a zone of a canyon and on its lee side amplitude of a wave appears 

less, than amplitude of an initial wave as the part of wave energy is reflected by a 

canyon.  

Thus, for modeling of wave fields in zones of underwater canyons, it is 

necessary to calculate coefficients of reflection and passing of waves through 

windward and leeward brows of a canyon. 

Clearing and reflection of waves by an underwater canyon (fig. 5) happen 

similar to clearing and reflection berm or a breakwater at the expense of change of 

properties of the wave spend environment, in this case – depths. 

 

 

Fig. 5. The scheme to calculation of interaction of waves with an 

underwater canyon 

   

In fig. 5 a  – amplitude of an initial wave; апр – amplitude of last wave; d1  – 

depth on the way waves to a canyon; d2  – depth in a canyon zone; dт – canyon depth 

from a bottom; К1, К2,  К3  - coefficients of reflection of waves from sea and coastal 
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brows of a canyon and from coastal frontier; l - canyon width; b – distance from a 

leeward brow of a canyon to the next cape; m1, m2 – wave numbers on approaches to 

a canyon and in a canyon zone 

In linear approach, the movement equations in zones 1, 2, 3 look like [2]: 

     0=
∂
∂
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η ;                                                           (3) 
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х
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t
U η

,                                                            (4) 

where U - average on depth the horizontal speed of liquid;  t -  time;  x - distance 

across;  η   -  eminence of a free surface;  d –  depth;  g –  gravitational acceleration.  

Wave numbers in a zone out of a canyon: 

                        m1 = 2π/λ1,                                                                  (5) 

 in a canyon zone 

                           m2 = 2π/λ2,                                                                   (6) 

where wave lengths out of a zone of a canyon and in a zone of a canyon are 

defined from expressions [2]: 

         5,0))/2()2/(( 1111 λππλλ dthgT ××××= ,                        (7) 

        5,0))/2()2/(( 2222 λππλλ dthgT ××××=                          (8) 

by method of iterations. Thus    as    the    first   approach wave length on deep 

water λd = 1.56T2, Т – the wave period. 

Entry conditions:   η(х) = 0, U(x) = 0 at t = 0.   

Boundary conditions: 

                   η(-λ) =acos(m1(-λ) -ωt),                                                                (9) 

                    U(-λ)=а(g/d)0.5(cos (m1(-λ) - ωt)). 

The solution of the equations (3), (4) in a zone before a canyon represents linear 

superposition of a direct wave with an amplitude of an and an otrazhyonny wave with 

an amplitude аK1: 

 η1 = ηПР1 + ηОТ1 = а[cos (m1x - ωt)+ K1cos (m1x + ωt)];                    (10) 

U1 = U ПР1 – U ОТ1 = а(g/d)0.5×[cos (m1x - ωt)  -  K1cos (m1x + ωt)].   (11) 
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In a zone behind a canyon: 

 η2 = Kпр a[cos (m2(x-l) - ωt)  + K3cos (m2(x-l+b) + ωt) ].                    (12)  

From the stated follows that defining parameters of underwater canyons at their 

interaction with waves are coefficients of reflection K1, K2, K3, coefficient of passing 

Kпр,  distance from a leeward brow of a canyon to the next cape b, width of a canyon   

l and its depth dк. The reflection coefficient from coastal boundary  K3 has to be 

always set. For an impenetrable coastal wall K3 = 1, for the open water area or a free 

flat slope K3 = 0. Therefore, for  canyon K3 = 0. 

Determination of coefficients of K1, К2, Kпр  can be executed by a theoretical way 

with the accounting of some assumptions. Interface conditions on wind and subwind 

slopes of a canyon are defined by expressions: 

η1 = ηкн,   U1 = Uкн  при x = 0,                                                (13)   

                       η2 = ηкн,   U2 = Uкн  при x = l, 

where ηкн, Uкнн – an eminence of a free surface and stream speed in a canyon 

zone. 

If to accept as a first approximation coefficient of passing of waves through a 

sea slope of a canyon equal Кпрм = 1 - К1, and through a coastal slope Кпрб = 1 - К2, 

the general coefficient of passing of waves through a zone of a canyon is equal: 

                    Кпр = (1 - К1)( 1 - К2).                                                                (14) 

The profile of an uneasy surface in a zone of a canyon will be defined by 

expression: 

ηкн = а (1 - K1) [cos (m2x - ωt)  + K2cos (m2(x+l) + ωt)].            (15) 

Using interface conditions on borders and, meaning that the reflection coefficient 

from coastal frontier К3 is set, it is possible to receive expressions for K1 and K2 

calculation: 
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Considering that for an underwater canyon К3 = 0, expressions (16), (17) can be 

transformed to a look: 
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As appears from fig. 4, received heights of the reflected waves should be 

multiplied by cosα, where α – an angle between the front of a wave and a canyon 

axis. 

The stated technique is realized in the special computer program which was used 

for modeling of wave fields in settlement storm for a site of an arrangement of port 

Imeretinskiy.  Display of digital model of a relief and situation is given in fig. 6.  

In fig. 7 - 9 results of calculations of heights and the directions of waves are 

given in knots of a regular grid on a bottom relief with the underwater canyons, 

shown in fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Display of digital model of a site of a coastal zone of the sea near the 

port  Imeretinskiy in the Adler area with underwater canyons 
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Fig. 7. Heights and the directions of waves in a storm from the Southern 

direction with average elements of waves on an entrance to a shallow zone  

hcp.d = 3.8 m, Тср = 9.8 s, λср.d = 150 m, αd = 1800 

 
Fig. 8. Heights and the directions of waves in a storm from direction SW 

with average elements of waves on an entrance to a shallow zone hcp.d = 4.7 m,  

Тср = 10.9 s, λср.d = 186 m, αd = 2250 
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Fig. 9. Heights and the directions of waves in a storm from the Western 

direction with average elements of waves on an entrance to a shallow zone  

hcp.d = 3.9 m, Тср = 10.3 s, λср.d = 164 m, αd = 2700 

 

From fig. 7 – 9 it is visible that before underwater canyons zones of an 

interference (imposing) of straight lines and the reflected waves that leads to increase 

in heights of waves at 20 – 40% in comparison with lack of canyons take place.  The 

received results well coincide with data of laboratory researches.  

Thus, the mathematical model and the computer program realizing it, allowing 

to carry out mathematical modeling of wave fields in a shallow zone of the sea in the 

presence of underwater canyons are developed. 

Work is performed within the state budgetary research work  No. 7.3694.2011 

of the Sochi state university. 
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THE PRECIPITATION INFLUENCE ON THE DYNAMICS OF THE 

GROUNDWATER LEVEL ON THE BALTIC COAST (LEBA BARRIER) 

Institute of Geoecology and Geoinformation, A. Mickiewicz University,  

Poznan, PL 

 

The aim of the project was define relations between the dynamics of 

groundwater levels and precipitation in 2009-2010. The shallow groundwater level 

monitoring data were collected in the Łeba Barrier area. The piezometers were 

situated between the Baltic Sea and the Łebsko Lake. It has been observed that it is 

the precipitation occurring a half year before that measurement of groundwater 

levels has influence on the dynamics of groundwater levels. 
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The Łeba Barrier is situated on the middle part of Polish Baltic coast. It is one of 

the main relief elements of the Gardno-Łeba Lowland. The lowland was formed after 

the last glaciation (Rotnicki, 2008). The Leba Barrier is about 30 km long and 

covered with dunes, partly active.  

The Łeba Barrier located within the climatic region where the observed low 

amplitude of the annual average monthly air temperature (17.9 °C). The highest 

average monthly temperatures occur in July (16.3 °C) and August (16.2 °C). The 

coldest month is February (-1.6 °C) (Chomicz 1977). The study investigated the 

relationship between rainfall and fluctuations in groundwater conditions in selected 

five piezometers marked as B1, B2, B4, B5, B8 in 2009-2010. Piezometers are 

located on a spit in the section between the Baltic M. and J. Łebsko (fig. 1). 

Piezometers B4 and B5 are located in the central, highest part of the spit. Piezometers 

depth of about 4 meters are installed in sandy sediments. Depth to first groundwater 

level is about 1 meter.  
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Fig. 1. Location of the study area and piezometers (1 - the piezometer 

transect) 

The electronic recorders - DIVER (Schlumberger Water Service) were installed 

in the piezometers. Measured level and water temperature every two hours. The 

measurements of  rainfall and air temperature were conducted by the Institute of 

Meteorology and Water Management. The amplitude of the monthly average air 

temperatures during the observation period was higher than the amplitude of the 

average of several years and was 18 ° C (2009) and 25.4 ° C (2010). The highest 

temperatures occur in July 2009 (17.7 ° C) and 2010 (19.9 ° C), and August 2009 

(17.8 C) and in 2010 (19.2) and the lowest in January 2009 (-0.2 ° C ) and 2010 (- 5.5 

° C).  

Fluctuations in groundwater level during the analyzed period were subject to 

marked changes. In the course of the monthly average groundwater level marked the 

periods of high and low groundwater level (fig. 3, 4). Higher water levels indicated in 

December 2008 and 2010 (B1, B2) and October 2009 (B1, B2 and B8) (fig. 3) to the 

lowest-lying positions. In the middle of the spit highest water levels observed in 

March 2009, May 2010 and December 2010 (B4, B5) (fig. 4). In all the positions 

marked by a significant increase in the water level from August to December 2010 

 

Fig. 2 Precipitation and temperature in 2008-2010 
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The main factor contributing to the increase in the level of groundwater is 

precipitation. Amount of precipitation for the multi-year (1961-2000) is 651 mm in 

the study area (Cieśliński 2006). According Cieśliński (2006) the highest rainfall 

during the year are July and October (max September 75 mm) and the lowest from 

January to April. In the period 2009 and 2010, rainfall was 714 and 789 mm 

(hydrological year 2008/2009 and 2009/2010) and 682 and 909 mm (calendar years 

2009 and 2010). In the period of 2010 was a wet year (fig.2). Its distinctive feature 

was higher (from many years) the amplitude of the annual average monthly 

temperatures. 

 

Fig.3 Monthly mean groundwater levels In B1, B2, B8 piezometers 
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Fig.4 Monthly mean groundwater levels In B1, B2, B8 piezometers 

Figure 5 and 6 shows the course of the average monthly groundwater levels and 

monthly precipitation in 2008-2010. In order to find connections correlation 

coefficients were calculated. The correlations (tab. 1) between monthly groundwater 

conditions and monthly precipitation for the same year show a pronounced 

dependence in 2009. The strongest relationship is marked by the piezometer B4 and 

B5, located in the center of the section and B2. The relationship between rainfall and 

water level are weakest in B1 and B8 positions. Significantly weaker dependence 

between rainfall and groundwater present in 2010 (tabl. 1). The highest correlation 

coefficient calculated piezometer B1 is 0.43. 
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Fig.5 Monthly mean groundwater levels and sum precipitation (B1) 

 

Fig.6 Monthly mean groundwater levels and sum precipitation (B4) 

Change the position of the groundwater table may occur with some delay with 

respect to precipitation (Dobek 2007). In order to study the response time of 

groundwater precipitation correlation coefficients were calculated in the winter and 

summer.  
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Table 1 

Correlation between mean monthly groundwater levels and monthly sum 

precipitation in 2009-2010 

variables B1 B2 B4 B5 B8 

Groundwater level and d 

Precipitation in 2009 

0,15 -0,53 -0,74 -0,71 -0,10 

Groundwater level and 

Precipitation in 2010 

0,43 0,30 0,39 0,32 -0,19 

The analysis of monthly precipitation totals were taken from half earlier than 

groundwater conditions. Correlation coefficients were calculated for the three half-

years (tabl. 2).  

Table 2 

Correlation between mean groundwater levels and sum precipitation in 

half-years period in 2009-2010 (based on monthly mean) 

variables B1 B2 B4 B5 B8 

Precipitation half year 

before than groundwater 

levels (I half 2009 year/II 

half 2009 year) 

-0,63 0,23 0,60 -0,27 -0,23 

Precipitation half year 

before than groundwater 

levels (II half 2009 year/I 

half 2010 year) 

-0,49 -0,52 -0,74 -0,68 0,25 

Precipitation half year 

before than groundwater 

levels (I half 2010 year/II 

half 2010 year) 

0,37 0,31 0,42 0,39 0,35 

 

The strongest relationship between monthly rainfall in the first half of 2009 and 

groundwater levels from the second half of 2009 are in the piezometers B1 and B4. 
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The correlation coefficients are for B1 and B4 -0.6 0.6. Depending on other positions 

are low. Precipitation in the next half of 2009 show a clear relationship to states of 

water in the first half of 2010, almost all piezometers except B8. Correlation 

coefficients beyond the piezometer B8 have a value of from 0.5 to 0.7. Smaller 

relations occur between precipitation in the first half of the monthly groundwater 

conditions of the second half of 2010. Correlation coefficient values are between 3 

and 4. Analyses show that the larger dependence between rainfall and groundwater 

levels present in 2009. They concern mainly the central part of the profile 

(piezometers B4 and B5). Piezometers B1 and B8 do not show large dependencies. 

This is probably related to their location. The position B1 is situated close to the sea 

and the piezometer B8 is located near the lake. The sea and lakes level in addition to 

rainfall have an impact on groundwater fluctuation in the piezometers. Throughout 

2009, there were positive monthly temperature (fig. 2), which favor the infiltration of 

precipitation. In 2010, there were very low temperatures in January and very high in 

July (fig. 2), which could affect the infiltration and evaporation. Stronger 

relationships groundwater level fluctuations and precipitation occurred in the six 

months delay between rainfall and groundwater. The highest rainfall relations occur 

between the second half of 2009 and the fluctuating groundwater in the first half of 

2010 (tab. 2). The analysis shows that the dynamics of the groundwater level had 

precipitation the previous half-year. 

Scientific work financed from funds for science in the years 2007-2009 as 

research project. 
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